Eco 30 Compact

PEVEX ECO 30 Compact 1.5-4kW Multifuel Stove
The Eco 30 Compact 3-4kW multi stove is a British designed steel stove with a low height
making it suitable for installation into a standard 16x22” fireplace opening. Designed very
much with a contemporary feel, this stove offers an attractive yet practical solution to fit
into the standard 22” height British fireplace.
The Eco 30 Compact features low profile styling, a large glass door for an uninterrupted
view of the fire, primary and secondary air controls, tertiary air for clean burn performance,
top and rear flue outlet, cast iron grate, high efficient vermiculite lined fire chamber and an
output up to 4kW.
A beautiful and stylish British designed stove that will look wonderful in any fireplace
setting.

Eco 30 Stove with Legs

The Eco 30 is available with built in legs and as a convector stove option. Chrome handle is
fitted as standard with black handle and knobs available to order as options.

Eco 30 Compact on log store
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ECO 30 Compact Convector

New March
2015

3kW Multifuel Stove

Features

The Eco 30 Compact Convector multifuel stove is ideal for smaller rooms or
where distances to combustibles surfaces is important. With a range output
of 1.5-4kW, this small stove still packs a punch above its weight and will look
stylish whether installed in a town house, country cottage, house boat or log
cabin.
Designed with primary air control, secondary air wash to keep the glass clean
and tertiary air for clean burn performance, this stove is easy to control
whilst offering good heat output through its full convection casing. The
complete convector casing ensures fast and efficient heat transference
ensuring surfaces remain cooler which allows the stove to be placed closer
to combustible surfaces whilst allowing you to enjoy the lovely cosy
convection and radiant heat that it produces.
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 1.5 - 4kW output
 Burn wood or approved smokeless fuel
 5” dia top or rear flue outlet
 Heavy duty full convector casing
 Logstore and bench available
 Optional black handle and air knobs
available to order

 Available from March 2015

